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About This Game

Close Order is an arcade shooter with one simple goal: become a badass armada! It's not about you. It's about other ships around
you known as minions that exponentially increase your firepower!

Defeat enemies for parts. Combine those parts into minions. Move them around your armada however you please. Become
badass!

Play through a short, episodic narrative in Story mode to discover the fate of humanity, or boot up Survival mode for fast-paced
action!

Features

Grow from a single ship into a massive armada!

Plays like a shooter, feels like arcade, acts like tower defense, relies on strategy, and is always distinctly bullet hell!

Experience the remnants of the galaxy post-Earth in Story mode.

Tackle the story your way: missions are set up in an episodic fashion through interconnected hub worlds.

Not in it for the story? No problem! Boot up Survival mode where you start with nothing and must grow your armada in
order to survive.
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Duke it out in Simple Survival, where levels have pre-made waves of progressively stronger enemies.

Too easy? Take it one step further with Custom Chaos, a customizable version of Simple Survival that allows you to
choose the level you'd like to play, the type and difficulty of enemies, and the amount of enemies you wish to face.

Whether you want a powerful story or a badass gameplay experience, Close Order has it all!
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Fun little game, a nice way to change things up.. Amazing game. (will write more when I reach the end). Haven't played the
game yet. I just saw some "reviews" of people complaining about "racism" and "sexism" and had to give it a thumbs up :). I
would not recomend this. It is my second VN. It is a six hour vn. So many plot holes, or at least lack of informtion before the
end. No reason to reply other routes if so many plot holes. Find a better title.. i bought this and it worked now i cant even get
passed the log in screen mmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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This is a surefire way to get repetitive strain in your fingers. Just point and click and its not even engaging and really has no fun
elements. Do do not recommend buying this.. So, Space Girls is a space shooter, basically you have a space ship, your planet is
dying and In order to survive you have to undress the girl to take her to your planet. There are a few enimies that will try to kill
you.

The game is VERY easy, the controls are basically the W,A,S,D to move and Space or Shift to shoot. Achievements are also
easy to get, just complete the game and you will unlock all.
I only found 1 bug, which is, the game has 22 levels, but you can only select untill level 20, so if you lose on level 21, or 22, then
you have to start again from level 20...

 If you are going to buy this to use a uncensored patch (+18), forget it, Dev never replied to any of our comments, here or in any
of their other games as far as i can see, they dont seems to fix bugs etc, so i dont think we will ever be able to get a +18 patch,
unless someone in the community does it.

After all, i do recommend it, i didnt see any major bugs that make the game unplayable and its cheap and fun.. Didn't expect to
like this, but booy this is an amazing game to play. The story, the stats, items, all it's getting along awesome. I love this game so
far and I recomend it.. I don't really have much to say about this game. It's not a great game, but the concept was interesting and
just challenging enough to be kind of fun. The color and sound design were nice, and I think the minimalistic style worked for
what they were going for. It looked really polished except for some of the typing errors that really stood out. For example, there
were one or two "i" that weren't capitalized. Honestly, the story was the weakest part. If you want to experience the mechanics
of the game, go ahead and buy it, but don't expect to feel any real attachment. The price isn't too bad for such a short game, but
if you catch it on sale, even better. I wish it had better writing and was longer, but it is what it is.. look like angry bird if you ask
me!
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